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ABSTRACT

The realization of the important French program
fifty-four units equipped with pressurized water
reactors in service, or under construction - had
led to the progressive implementation of an
original approach in the field of nuclear
safety. From an initial core consisting of the
deterministic approach to safety devised on the
other side of the Atlantic, which has been
entirely preserved and often specified, further
extras have been added which overall increase
the level of safety of the installations,
without any particular complications. This paper
aims at presenting succinctly the outcome of the
deliberation, which constitutes now the approach
adopted by Electricite de France for the safety
of nuclear units equipped with pressurized water
reactors. This approach is explained in more
detail in EDF's "white book" on nuclear safety.

INTRODUCTION

The present French approach of nuclear
safety draws on two essential principles which
have marked the development of this nuclear
program :

1. - As the French units were initially construc-
ted under licence from an American constructor
(Westinghouse for the NSSS), the design has been
progressively made French. This fact, in the
field of nuclear safety, has led us to add to
the deterministic design rules in force in the
United States, by an examination, with a probabi-
listic study back-up, of certain complementary
situations. The result is a better coherence for
safety.

2. - Electricite de France assumes, for its
plants, the role of operator but also that of
industrial architect. As a result, the thinking
has led to an active pre-occupation for in-
service safety by taking into account, very
early on, operating experience feed-back, but
also an improvement in design with a view to
safer operation (interface man-machine,

operation procedures).
In other respects, the drafting of emergency
plans has led the Safety Authorities and the
operator to examine, with consistency and
reasoning, the severe accidents susceptible to
need their application. This resulted in the
implementation of certain arrangements in the
context of increased defence-in-depth ; these
arrangements aim at making severe hypothetical
accidents still less probable and still less
detrimental.

SAFETY AT DESIGN LEVEL

The deterministic approach

The first result of our thoughts in France
concerned coherence in plant design, from the
safety angle. It appeared indispensable to us to
ensure that there was no weak point and that
there was a good coherence between the different
margins of security that were introduced into
the project, particularly because of adaptions,
which we had to make in France, on the vessel
and primary circuit manufacture for example.

This review of design has been carried out
according to a method of analysis so-called
"deterministic". Safety is reviewed at three
successive levels : security margins under
normal operation, security systems to cope with
transients and incidents of moderate frequency,
and protection against accident sequences
resulting from diverse failures. While staying
close to American practice, the evaluations were
carried out using the method we call "barriers"
- fuel, primary circuit, containment - already
developed in France for other types of reactors.

The design and sizing of buildings, structures,
systems and equipments are carried out by
integrating, from the outset of the project,
analysis of "events and hazards" in the wide
sense of the term ; this must be taken into
account in the deterministic approach to safety.
They are of three different types :
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1) Sizing operating__conditions : this
concerns normal operating states and transients»
Incident or accident plant conditions as a
whole, which one should take into account in
design and sizing. These operating conditions
have teen divided into four categories depending
on their approximate estimated probability of
occurrence. In each category, we have retained a
limited number of conventional operating
conditions, whose consequences are above those
of other operating conditions which could have
been considered (See Table below).

brought out for the enveloping cases treated,
the studies thus carried out cannot guarantee a
complete coherence for all foreseeable operating
conditions as a whole. We saw therefore that the
deterministic method, which is very efficient at
design level, has the inherent fault to be
limiting and leads one to pose a certain number
of questions regarding safety analysis :

- is the list of operating conditions, drawn up
at a given moment, sufficient and really
"enveloping" ?

Category Definition
Approximate yearly

estimate occurence (f)
Radiological consequences

Site limit

I 1
! normal operation !
! incidents of moderate !
! frequency !
(accidents of low frequency !

! accidents serious & hypo- !
! thetical !

- 2 f > l

10 < f < 1

"2f < 10

-6 -U
10 < f < 10

!
!(Releases authorized under
!(normal operation

! 0,005 Sv (whole body dose)
! 0,015 Sv (thyroid)
t

! 0,15 Sv (whole body dose)
! 0,45 Sv (thyroid)
!

2) Internally generated hazards : it
concerns events is a whole other than the
operating conditions already mentioned,
occurring inside the nuclear island building or
certain auxiliary buildings, and liable to
Endanger nuclear safety. In this context, we
take into account internal projectiles,
hiR-energy piping splits, internal flooding and
fire.

3) Externally_generated hazards :
external hazards of natural origin, or those due
to human activity, which are analysed or, if
necessary, taken into account for design and
sizing of French nuclear plants, are the
following :

- natural hazards : earthquakes, continental and
oceanic flooding, extreme metereological
conditions, swell ;

- hazards due to human activity : aircraft
crashes, industrial environment and lines of
communication (explocion, fire, toxic gases) ;

projectiles following a break in a
turbo-generator set.

The limits of the deterministic approach

Plant design based on this method has the
great advantage of allowing one to size and
build a given "product" which satisfactorily
meets conservative assumptions as a whole.

However, although appreciable margins are

- is it acceptable to lose the safety systems
designed according to this type of method ?

- does the process have a proper bearing on a
uniform design of the unit as far as safety is
concerned ?

The answer to these questions is found initially
in the use of the probabilistic studies whose
contribution, as an aid to design, and to the
checking of the coherence of safety, is
undeniable. In other fields, they have
contributed to evidence concerning the
complementary operating conditions, which
constitute in France an important facet of the
prevention of severe accidents.

Complementary operating conditions

1) Short term loss of frequently used
redundant systems

EDF was first of all more particularly
interested in the consequences of the short term
loss of frequently used redundant safety systems
within the framework of the first and second
category operating conditions.

It was thought advisable to check that, in case
of demands on these systems, the fact they might
not work would not lead to any unacceptable
consequences from the safety point of view ,
defined as being, beyond those accepted for
operating conditions of category 4.
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The following complementary operating cor.di t icns
have been studied : total loss of heat sink,
total loss of steam generators feedwater, and
total loss of power supplies.

The results of these studies undertaken, based
on the reliability of these systems, have shown
that for the complementary operating conditions
mentioned before, one could have unacceptable
consequences in the case of failure. This is vhy
EOF has studied the means tc implement in order
to prevent these events, and reduce the
probability of sequences leading to such
consequences.

Special procedures have thus been implemented.
They are typified by a great flexibility and a
valorization of existing systems. In certain
cases, this approach has led to implementing
equipment and extra systems, but we liave always
deliberately chosen to f;!"<ror functional
redundancy and divftrsi ! ic.it ion r;:;her than
increasing the redundancy ii.slde the existing
systems designed in .-, deterministic «;••••. Thin
approach has e^-vr.t in] I ••' jlliiwii - ror'nrfi or. : n
risks of common cause lailr.roi List e n e r i hurion
of which we do not know very veil,and which v;e do
not always know hew to treat .'satisfactorily.

The procedures concerning the loss of frequently
used redundant systems, historicalJy called
"Beyond Design procedures'1, are :

H 1 : total loss of heat sink
H 2 : total loss of steara generators feedwater
K 3 : total loss of power supplies

Although not being part of the procedures, one
should note that provisions have been made
concerning certain anticipated transients
without scram (ATWS). Indeed, even before a
precursor incident of common mode failure on the
automatic control scram svstem occured in the
United States in 1983 at SALEM, this type of
accident was studied. It has been concluded that
the problem could be resolved bv a
diversification ol' the signals controlling the
main turbine trip and the start-up of the steam
generators auxiliary feedwater pumps.

2) Long term loss of_engineered safety
features

A second phase therefore consisted in
investigating the mid and long term loss of
safety redundant systems intervening after an
accident of loss of primary coolant. These
systems are called upon to remove residual heat
of the reactor, and to function several months
after such an accident. It concerns the EAS
(containment spray) and 1SBP (low pressure
safety injection) systems whose long term
pumping failure is examined.

-n accordarii.'s vith the yrircipie.-. T̂ ont lores
above, we have therefore nade i: possible to
have a mutual b:>ck-up between both systems (ISBF
L EAS) by setting up, as an initial stage,
mobile liaison? between the two circuits
( K 4 procedure ).

In a second stage, after ;i fortnight, it is
possible to back-up certain failed equipment
wroue repair could be dii.'f icilr., because of
radio-active surroundings notably, by mobile
equipment (punp and heat exchanger), put in
place at the s?.ne time as the mobile liaisons.

T) Chocking the (>rod homogeneity

All t'it; c.i>mpler.t:l.it;iry operating conditions have
been "u.-'l.ys''d us.ing probabilistic risk studies.
A i-.fi.cr ni' 10 pe.r reactor and per year
concern itir, core me Irin«; h.>d bean fiy.ee! in
sijre.. üiont with the Fre;u-h Safety Authorities.
:::is tiffft ii.is Ntu-j reached for each of them,
on condition that procedures are implemented
. i ~ J , w'ie;i ':?c-.-ss.iry, o.>. ir: :v?ap.<- whose necessity

||Non eveüt" ojisral.' ion approach

Faithful to a pro i-ess whicii consists of
favo\tring prpvt::t. jon be Tor? imp] emrntation.
necessary certainty, cf means -lined at acting
upon the coriseqasr.ces of an event, KDF has
developed :in original approach to plant
operntio:; r.'iat allows an optimization of core
melting prevention : the "physical states
approach".

The plant, such as it is designed, taking
particularly into account sizing and
complementary ojeraring conditions, must allcw
o:ie to ensure, in all circumstances, a
satisfactory cooling of the core, and avoid in
consequence any core -.e It down, on condition that
the operators are effectively able to understand
r!:e belia--iour oT the reactor. But experience
sliovs char a real accident is the result ot a
combination of events, perhaps not very serious
taken individually, to which could be added
equipment or human failure, either simultaneous
or over a period of time; it is therefore out of
the question that the event operation procedures
can cover every possible case and that,
moreover, one can totally exclude any error of
diagnosis leading up to the choice of the
procedure.

EDF lias therefore perfected a procedure called
"li L", based on a physical stares approach, for
the cooling of the XSSS, and for which the
action of the opera Lore is based, not on a
reconstitution of events which occurred
beforehand, but OP the identification of the
physics! state o! the KSSS and upon the
inventory of the means available to cool the
core.
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This procedure uses sorce physical parameters
leprcseiitative of these cooling states - here
the nost significant is the difference between
the temperature of the hot water as opposed to
saturation point (margin before boiling).

The generalization of the "physical states"
approach is now being developed, and consists of
eliminating accident procedures of the "event
type", and replacing then by a selection of
procedures of the "physical states" type,
allowing a post-accident operation which if:
adapted to the actual state of the reactor.

The launcKing of this new way of operating
proves that, because of the diversity of means
anticipated at design ievel to cool the core and
tne best handling thanks to pl:y3ical states
approach, ? core meltdown accident is not
credible. Beyond this, one is in the domain of
severe hypothetical accidents. mentioned
hereafter.

S^vev hypothetical accidents

Thanks to the overall policy of prevention
inert ion eel in the preceding paragraphs, severe
hypothetical accidents are situated in the field
01 residual risk. It has, however, been judged
necessary in accordance with the concept of
defend.-xu-dept!i, to complete the safety
approach by taking into account these events
although they arc not considered credible.
Studies have been undertaken and, if necessary,
arrangements taken to reduce the effects and to
reduce the consequences to levels compatible
with fie implementing of emergency plans
definin , the measures to be taken to protect the
population and the environment'.

7i) this scenario, where one supposes th-it
r:o re-ras It down has occurred, one is above all
p*ooccupled with saving the containment which is
the ultimate barrier placed between the
radioactive matter and the environment. Its
integrity must be maintained during the fine
compatible with the implementing of emergency
plnns established by the public authorities. In
France, emergency plans foresee, in order to
remain within a framework which remains
controllable, the confinement of the population
within a radius of 10 km and its evacuation
within a radius of 5 km. Ttie studies carried out
allows one to conclude that the population is
protected if the releases to the environment are
less than 1 % of the core inventory, noble gases
excepted. Arrangements must thus bo taken to
limit at this level all releases in case of
severe accident (the corresponding source term
will be call TS in the remainder of this paper).

Five possible ruin modes of the containment
boundary have been recorded (see Rasmut>seri WASfl
1400 Report) and studied :

1) Explosion of steam

This phenomenon consists of a failure in the
containment in the case of a violent reaction
between the melted fuel and the water contained
in the lower part of the reactor vessel, or at
the bottom of the reactor pit in ch^e of a
breakage of the bottom of the vesstJ. Studies
carried out show that even in a pessimistic
evaluation of rhe energy liberated following an
internal reaction in the vessel, the. discharge
of massive "missiles" which could endanger the
integrity of the containment is practically
impossible.

Moreover, it has been noted that, for most of
the accident sequences, the reactor pit is dry
in the case of a vessel break, and that besides,
there do not exist any processes allowing the
formation of important "missiles", i'inally, the
pressure peak resulting from these phenomena is
not capable of threatening the integrity of the
containment. These elements as a whole allow one
to maintain that this containment mode failure
is not likely and that it should not be
retained.

2) Penetration failure

To mitigate the hazardous failure of a
containment penetration following a severe
hypothetical accident in the reactor building,
or of an engineered safety feature transporting
heavily radioactive water outside of the
containment, a procedure called U 2 has been
established. This procedure aims at localising
.md sealing the leak, then to guarantee, if
necessary, the re-injection of the contaminated
water, which had been recovered, back towards
the reactor building.

3) Explosion of hydrogen

Tt concerns the risk of containment loss
following an explosion due to hydrogen given off
in important quantities from a zircalloy-water
reaction essentially, and mid term as a
secondary consideration, from the radiolysis of
the sump water and the decomposition of the
concrete, in spite of the implementing of mobile
recombiner of hydrogen provided for this
purpose.

The problem is, in fact, worrying for the
containment which represent a small interior
empty space (containment with ice condensor, for
example), or those which are sized for low
pressure peaks (pressure suppression containment
of BU'Rs) but it I? much lesy so in the case of
the large containments sized to resist high
accident pressures.
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...F hi-« participated, in this context, in an
rtftr-.s Vional research program overseen by EPRI
':. ihe States. The results now available show
•' .:: ::.''.: cnr.ta.Lnr.icnt of the French PWRs do not
.-.-• o~ a:iy risk cf ruin due to a bydrogen
• vf .]•.'•;i ;•:>. ar.-J t'.nc there are no particular
.:Tingoc:fli!:!> to be made in regard to this

i) Vaft 1.eakt£.ghtness_failure

Folloving an uncontrolled hypothetical severe
accide'it, one could envisage that the corium
(•j'.ixuu-e of core and molten structures) attacks
the rafL of the reactor building. The
arrangements made, at design level, on the
1400 MW •- >.'A series (no drain in the central
part of the reator building's foundation raft),
or in modification on the previous series (drain
sealing), allow no early contact of the corium
with the ouiside. After a hypothetical raft
leak, beyond about six days, and because of
radioactive decay and the soil retention factor,
the immediate radiological consequences would
remain low in consideration of the occurence
probability of this event and arrangements which
could have been taken as part of the internal or
external emergency plans. The studies carried
out show that the atmospheric releases would be
about a hundredth of TS for a classic raft.

In the longer term, besides the arrangements
which could be taken to avoid transferring the
pollution of the water table to the outside of
tl.e site, the transfer time by the water table
would allow us to take advisedly measures of
conservation about the use of the water
(emergency plans).

5) Overpressure in the containment

This phenomenon would correspond to a delayed
loss at. integrity of containment by pressure
increase and exceeding the design pressure.

The pressure build-up of the containment is
linked to the formation of non-cpndensable
matter (essentially CO - C0 0), stemming from the
decomposition of the foundation raft's concrete
by corium, accompanied by a more or less
important vaporization of water according to the
scenario envisaged. The time delay imparted,
before loss of containment by exceeding its
mechanical limits, varies therefore from one to
several days, depending on the assumptions.

The process leaves the operator time to set in
motion an action to avoid the ruin of the
containment, with the best control of
radioactive releases.

The answer. implemented by the procedure
called U 5, consists in limiting the pressure of
the containment at a level equal to design
pressure.

To attain this, the containment atmosphere is
depressurized through a sand filtration box
system linked downstream to the effluent release
stack. The presence of a sand filter allows one
to ensure that the releases will be lower than
the source term TS defined above, and even TS/10
at the end of several days, depending on the
assumptions.

It thus appears that, in the field of
severe hypothetical accidents, EDF has
implemented, over above its prevention policy,
an ensemble of simple arrangements which do not
interfere with normal operation, and which allow
the implementing of emergency plans, taking into
account the delays and radiological consequences
obtained.

A design which facilitates operation

Eefore abandoning design safety, we should
say a few words about the utmost case that EDF
takes in design problems which are posed by
plant operation. This problem is made up of
three main aspects as far as safety is
concerned.

In the first ^"..ce, following the analytical
method of the barriers, restrictive technical
specifications have been defined for the
leaktightness of each of the three barriers. For
the fuel the policy is one of "clean core" which
aims at minimising the concentration of fission
products in the primary water, and at thus
reducing the exposure of workers to radiation.

From thin point of view EllF's experience in this
field is quite remarkable, for the annual
integrated dose is only around 200 inan-rem per
unit of 900 MWe ; this places us among the best
in the world. Likewise for the primary circuit,
the limit fixed at a level near the background
noise, of any leak under normal operating
conditions, allows us to be alerted very rapidly
of any fault, and to take the necessary steps
before being faced with a serious problem.

Lastly, the importance surrounding the upholding
of a rigorous leaktightness of the containment,
under normal conditions, allows to guarantee the
environment against non-concerted gaseous
radioactive releases.

The second aspect is that of man-machine
interface. It is at design level that one should
think about facilitating the job of operators by
presenting them, in an appropriate way, the
informations which will allow them to understand
and to follow the plant operation.

Compared to initial design, and following the
safety analysis carried out, significant
progress in the organization of the control room
has been made, as well as in the presentation of
controls, the management of alarms and the whole
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design and installation of a safety panel.

The design of control rooms has later evolved
with ehe aim of integrating post-accident
operating with the help of normal control
stations. The conclusion of this thinking, since
1981, is the control room of the 1400 MWe - N4
series which will allow operating fron
computerized stations ir. all operating
situations of the unit.

Besides, the engineers responsible for design
have been working on drawing up procedure
guidelines which integrate all the results of
their studies and which can later serve as a
basis for drawing up, by the operators
themselves, the procedures and operating orders
as such.

Lastly, we will briefly touch on the numerous
modifications which have been included in the
initial design so as to take into account
operating experience and the incidents
encountered.

Minor modifications are generally implemented at
each annual shutdown, on the reactors in
service. Important modifications have concerned
steam generators, control sources and fire
protection, to mention only the most important
to safety.

NUCLEAR SAFETY IN OPERATION

For safety in operation, it is man who is
in the centre of the analysis. It is why it is
completely logical to start with the fundamental
problem of the training of operating staff.

Staff Training

Past experience has shown that a serious
accident has always a "human factor"coniponent
even if the cause is due to equipment failure,
or to an event outside the plant. The cases of
TMI and of Chernobyl in this respect are
sufficiently eloquent that it is not necessary
to add any extra justification.

What is less well-known is that when one is
talking about incidents occuring or involving
only loss of production, the human factor
represents an important slice that varies from
30 to 60 %, depending on the type of event being
considered.

In the majority of cases, training of staff
adapted to actual situations would have made it
possible to avoid the incident. It is therefore
this training which represents for us the top
priority.

Nuclear plants are complex installations, and
one can only hope for a satisfactory behaviour
of the men in charge of their operation if they

have a deep knowledge of their working, itaff
training therefore starts, as a necessfty with
gaining basic knowledge, followed by ^n
"apprenticeship" of the different tnec*'snistns
which govern the operation of a plant.

From the outset, i-1 F has at it«; disposal
training facilities for its personnel,
engineers, technicians t̂id skilled workers, v-jry
systematic, combining traditional r..jthod? «..'Ich
apprenticeship in the field. Thir structure has
been increased so that EDF could cope with the
considerable task of training in a few years the
operating teams of dozens of units. It has been
adapted to take into account the specific nature
of nuclear energy.

We have drawn two important facts from our
experience :

The n£cessity_for_a_permanent
retrai£in£ knowledge,so as to ensure rhat oneTs
daily job on the plant does not lead to
forgetting the technical bases of the
installation. For this retraining computer-
assisted teaching (E.A.O.) put in place several
years ago in all plants, has turned out to be a
very efficient method.

- The obligation to_follow a specific

training on simulator , which one could consider
from many aspects more profitable than training
on the plant itself. The simulator in fact
allows the operator to find himself in degraded
situations which he would rarely find in real
operation, if only during start-up tests.

Very early on, EDF has equipped the training
centre at Bugey with one, then several
simulators. Then two new centres have been
created, at Paluel and Caen. From the safety
angle the simulator has allowed us to make
considerable progress : it was not limited to
the training of operators, but equally ensured a
good balance between operating procedure and the
staff in charge of implementing them.

It is indeed an important fact. Although the
procedures must be based on the results of
design studies, the way they are presented to
the operators must be adapted to their actual
behaviour on plant. The simulator constitutes on
essential tool for checking this adaptation and
for adding, if needed, the necessary
corrections.

The most difficult problem that we have
encountered is that of operator training in
severe accidents. These accidents have 3 low
occurence probability because of the security
arrangements taken at design level, but they
could nevertheless happen, and plant behaviour
will depend at the moment directly on the
actions of the operators. To ensure this
training, one must have simulators capable of
representing realistically plant behaviour in
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\ery degraded iitu?tions. An important effort
hi:-; liter duvuted in France to perfecting such

L.iSijy ',c iiiah; mention that, although training
-LWKVS. lie:« an individual aspect, every 'Jtar'f
uî ribcr boeing prepare! in his specific task ir.
t J-.ti cptrating te.-im, it is equally desirable to
use rtai'ii'.ig courses who re tho whole tesm has to
•how its capabilities of operating the plant
satisfactorily, even ir. extreme situations.

These training courses, called "actual
positioning", are held now in EDF. They edd
precious data about team behaviour, and have
alloveJ us in particular to confirm the very
positive addition for human redundancy
tntroducpd, in case of accident, by the presence
of a safety engineer OSR/ who had received a
long and special safety orientated training.

i'xper • eiirr.a feed-back

The .'.•ecoiid important aspect of safety in
operation is that of experience feed-back.
Everyone agrees in recognizing the Importance
for safety of a careful analysis of operation
feed-back which allows one, first of all when
all is well, to validate the quality of the
design and of the .installation ; but it also
allows one, when observing faults during
operation, to come across errors or weak points,
and notable to identify what is called "warning
incidents". This last point is fundamental.

Every severe accident, whatever its origin, will
always be preceded by one or several minor
incidents, of very similar development, but
which ended without any serious consequence
because there was no chancj coincidence of other
events susceptible of bringing about this
aggravation. It was the case at TMI, where
warning signs were seen in its sister plant at
David Resse 18 months before, but which
unfortunately had not been identified as such,
sufficiently rapidly. Without doubt, it is true
in the case of Chernobyl, although the Russians
have not given any information on this subject.
We are permitted to believe that identifying
warning incidents flawlessly, followed naturally
by the implementation of the corresponding
corrective actions without delay, must allow us
a guarantee of total prevention of severe
accidents.

The standardised EDF program is particularly
favourable to implementing an efficient system
of feed-back. The identity of components and
systems on all units facilitates gathering
information of the events. The multiplicity of
data on the same system' facilitates their
analysis.

EOF has î r-lenier.ted such a computerize.: sjtren.
which includes the listing of the un-sifted
events, the analysis of the significant inci-
dents and the foliew-up of tne corrective
arrangcnents decided epcn. This conputerizer
file is directly accessible by the constructor
and the safety authorities - ,-ind rheir technical
back-up ; this file constitutes an essential
piece of FDF's activity in matter::; of safety.

Lastly we will e.>d by underlining the impor-
tance, to jbtain sound in-service safety, of
taking into the best possible account all
significant information available- froia foroign
plants. Wo defend .i policy of very broad-minded
excv.;iiiges of information on operating experience
between all nuclear countries, in this we see a
direct adv,:r.l.n̂  lor our program, by widening
our data base and by acquiring information on
plants older than ours. There iö, we Fee, an
indirect jcvar.ta^e to t"t> j-ytenr that our own
experience could mean Muic a;<oL'"c_- country
avoids a serious accident which \>e know bv
experience entails a risk of repercussion in ehe

There exist several possibilities of exchai-.̂ e of
information between electricity producers, such
as tDV's participation in the Users,1 bank of
UNITED!: or 1NP0 in the United States, -.-r between
.safety authorities orgar.iza'..icns. in this last
casä it is possible to exchange the sig-iificant
incidents and the lessons which are drawn from
them ; this is the goal of the IRS systems
(Incident Reporting System) of the AEN/OCL'F. o!
the AIEA.

CONCLUSION

We have tried, in these pages, to present the
experience acquired in France in matters of PVR
nuclear safety. Over the last fifteen years, we
have b-aen developing an approach to safety which
is specifically our own, but within a framework
of general objectives which, we think, has a
widespread agreement on an international level.
This is confirmed by the recent exchanges which
took place with USA ('JSNRC se.g. comparison
SNüPPS-Paluel) . with the Federal Republic of
Germany (comparison of safety approach by safety
authorities and by utilities) and between the
main utilities of UNIPEDE. We would now like, by
way of conclusion, to give a resume of the main
lessons that we draw from the accident at
Chernobyl.

After Three Mile Island, we had committed a
working program which allowed us to improve
substantially the safety of our plants. The key
words of this program were the prevention of
severe accidents, in particular the
strengthening of the containment of radioactive
matter and the consideration on the human
factor, with emphasis on personnel training,
respect for procedures, organization of
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interface. Moreover, thanks to the organization
setup, operating experience feed-back stayed
alive and should allow us to maintain the safety
of the French nuclear plants as a «hole, at the
highest level. The main results of our actions
have been presented in this paper.

The analysis of the accident at Chernobyl
confirms t;:̂  validity '">- these trends. This rices
net cean. of cov.-se, that there is nothing to
learn from Chernobyl for all nuclear operators
who feel interrogated by the worst accident that
has ever occurred in a civil nuclear
installation, but the lessons are of another
nature. First of all Chernobyl reminds us
dramatically that nuclear energy «shows
considerable potential risks ; accidents,
certainly le.~s serious than on the Ukrainian
reactor, can happen in our plants, if we want to
anticipate them efficiently, wo; must all he
full}1 conscious cf the fact.

What is more, Chernobyl, gives data wli'ch is
extreme.lv iT^pnrlnnf ronremi -£ t"he ;̂ :iih'̂ ':t vh;,-h
are encountered in the ni.inageinent •:•!' 1.T:;;I* sc.iie
accidents involvinc radi> •!-•: i vity ; in c'ii'J
case, all nuclear operators, a» the Authorities,
are cmmeniec! and hope that tlie Russians
broadcast the corresponding information w.dely.

In fact, the major impact of Chernobyl i.«
probably not technical ; it remains the .nhock
felt by public opinion in most
countries.

We cannot ignore this fact, nnd nuclear
operators have a role to play in the action to
be engaged to re-establish the necessary
confidence of the population in the safety of
our installations.
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